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The Killer With Voracious Sexual Appetite  

 In the U.S during 1979 to 1981, there were happened many vague murders in Marin and 

Santa Cruz counties that no enough evidences were found to convict the killers.  Oddly, the 1

polices in California noticed a suspicious sign of the culprit. They found that David Carpenter 

was a suspect for these murders. Most of the cases found were dead in the trail near to the killer's 

house. In addition, the fatalities were scarred with many stabbings by knife and some of that 

were shot. Consequently, David Carpenter was convicted as a culprit standing behind all of the 

cases and people named him as the "Trailside Killer". He was responsible for 10 counts of 

murders, 7 counts of rape and 6 counts of attempting to rape. Because of that, the sentencing to 

death at the Santa Cruz and the other one at Marin were that he had to pay for his cruelty and 

psychopathic mentality. His case obsessed the California specifically, and the U.S generally for a 

long period. He has become one of the most dangerous serial killer of America in the 20th 

century. 

  

 "Biography of David Carpenter," Criminal Minds Wiki. Fandom. http://murderpedia.org/1

male.C/c/carpenter-david-joseph.htm 
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 Now is the backgrounds of the evil killer. David Carpenter was born and raised on May 6, 

1930 in San Francisco. When he was a child, he was teased because of his severe stutter and 

learning ballet and violin by friends which made him frustrating. His dad was abusive and 

alcoholic, also his mother was domineering that led to his sociopathic disorder which was the 

reason for many murders afterwards. He was not taken care of considerably. At the age of 17, he 

was molesting his two cousins that he was sentenced to California Youth Authority. In 1955, he 

got married at 25 with Married Ellen Heattle and they had three children. Carpenter caused his 

first serious attempt to murder a woman named Lois DeAndrade in 1960. He used a hammer to 

attack the woman by hitting her head. A Military Police Officer heard the scream of the woman, 

he arrived immediately to stop Carpenter, hit him in abdomen and leg. Carpenter was sentenced 

14 years of prison because of assaulting with attempt to murder and using deadly weapon. 

During the time in prison, the psychiatrists reported that he had had "sociology disorder". 

Carpenter was paroled from prison after 9 years, even though he didn't stop trying to murder 

women. In 1970, he attacked Cheryl Lynn Smith, he stabbed her and ripped her clothes but she 

successfully got away and took his license plate. He then broke into Wilma Joyce, raped and 

kidnapped her, he also stole her car. It shows that David Carpenter was a merciless killer, he was 

so violent that he did't consider so long to kill people. A few months after that, he got caught for 

having a sexual assault to Barbara. He was arrested the same day and put into jail. After that, he 

escaped from the jail and got captured again not so long. As a result, he was convicted of armed 

robbery for 5 years and kidnapping for 1 to 25 years. After spending 9 years in the prison, 

somehow he was paroled to a federal halfway house. His disorder still existed in his body, so 

right after that, he murdered Edda Kane and left her naked at the Mt. Tamalpais State Park. 
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Apparently, nobody knew that he did it. He then left the halfway house to live with his parents in 

1980.  This time was the beginning of his insane massacre that perturbed the society.  2

  

 The Edda Kane's case was an important case in David's massacre. It happened on August 

19 in 1979 at a park under Mount Tamalpais. The place overlooked the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Edda Kane was a woman with an enthusiasm for jogging and married to a guy who was a bank 3

executive. She usually jogged with her husband, but at this day he left away from home for his 

job. As usual, she decided to jog alone by herself in the park. The unaccompanied woman 

became a good target for the killer. It was not until the husband came home that he realized his 

wife was disappeared. He was very nervous. Knowing that his wife was in troubles, he 

immediately called for the police in order to find his wife. The police appointed a lot of 

personnel on that day to scour for Edda Kane, included dog handlers in case she was in some 

inaccessible places. In that night, the police tried their best to locate the victims, but it was failed. 

In spite of their effort, the only thing they found was her car in the parking lot. The next day, 

Edda was died and they found her fatality. The doctors carried out a post-mortem for Edda. They 

confirmed that she had been attacked from behind and had a bullet wound on the back of the 

skull. The autopsy showed that she had been shot once with a .44 caliber gun and it appeared that 

she had been the victim of an execution style attack. Perhaps, she was forced to show 

subservience to the killer, maybe begged for her life. The police found that the culprit had 

 George Bartenstein, "Advances in Neutron Capture Therapy," (1993): n, pag, Denise Burton. 2

http://www.iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/26/029/26029660.pdf

 Chris, " The Trailside Killer," The Real Faces of Death Pictures and Videos, Documenting  3

Reality, 09 July 2008. 

http://www.iaea.org/inis/collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/26/029/26029660.pdf
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removed 10$ from her wallet, also some credit cards but left back her jewelries. That was a 

mystery for the investigator. In fact, the FBI was attended in this case, but it remained unsolved. 

There was little evidence at the area to support for the investigation, so they could not track the 

killer. Also, no one could think of a suitable reason for the motive of the murder. The homicide 

had shook up the park for a while until it returned to be normal. The unsolved murder became a 

premise for the killer to continue his inhumanly act.  4

  

 Not until spring of the following year was there another violent incident happened. It was 

in the early of March, the dead body of Barbara Schwartz was found murdered at the same park 

as Edda Kane. She was out for hiking with her dog on the 8th March and was stabbed repeatedly 

in to her chest until died. Differently from the last murder, there was a witness that watched the 

entire scene of the killing, and called the police in to the crime scene. She depicted the killer as a 

thin, athletic man, about twenty-five years old. He has a hawk nose and dark hair. By observing 

through the tree, she saw that the killed accosted Barbara naturally, and started stabbing her with 

his knife. She tried to resist the attack, but it failed. No sooner did she fall down than the killer 

fled away with his exhibits. The witness ran to the crime scene instantaneously after that and the 

case was processed with the witness drawn up. The police also found the blood-stained glasses at 

the crime scene that they hoped it belonged to the killer. Her witness was found inaccurate later 

in every aspects. It misled the investigation for a while. Another witness said that they saw a 

weird hiker at the same day. He wore black glasses and covered himself with a raincoat. It was 

 Ignacio Juan, Blanco, "David Joseph Carpenter." David Carpenter | Murderpedia, the   4

Encyclopedia of Murderers.
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mysterious that at that day, there was no rain, and why the guy wore the raincoat? He was 

suspected to be Barbara's killer, but no evidence was found. The autopsy on Barbara's fatality 

recognized that there were twelve discrete wounds on her chest and they guessed that the killer 

used a ten-inch knife. Fortunately, the next few days the police found a knife crusted with blood 

near the crime scene. It brought a hope for the investigation. Also it proved to have been buy in a 

grocery store in the region, but they could not find out the exact location. Unluckily, the knife 

was handled by a TV reporter after that, and obliterated the fingerprints on the knife, which again 

led the case into unsolved status.  5

  

 David Carpenter kept on murdering women, from 1980 to 1981 he killed 7 people at 

different places included Point Reyes Park, Henry Cowell Redwood State Park and Big Basin 

Redwood State Park.  In his case of killing Ellen Hansen and Stephen Haertle, Stephen had 6

survived because the bullets from the killer's pistol burrowed through his neck. Stephen sought 

help from other hikers. He then recalled about the murder's appearance and clothes at the scene. 

The police found more evidences about the killer and David Carpenter had been lightly 

suspected. Carpenter's last one which made him to be arrested was to murder Heather Scaggs. He 

was arranging with her to to sell her a used car. When the investigators heard about Heather's 

disappearance, multi-agency task force and FBI followed Carpenter through the connection with 

Heather and prior sex offenses. The investigators arrested him, searched his car and found out 

 Ignacio Juan, Blanco, "David Joseph Carpenter.". 5

 Heather, Whitney, "Victims of David Carpenter." Victims of David Carpenter | The Serial 6

Killers  Podcast, Serial Killers Podcast, 01 Jan, 2010. http://serialkillers.briancombs.net/1516/
victims-of-david-carpenter/
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lots of guides to local hiking trails. They also recovered the .38 Carpenter used for killing. There 

were witnesses said that they saw his car at the locations of scenes. The Traiside Killer was 

finally given trials for all the slaughters he caused.  7

 David Carpenter's first trial was for the murders of Heather Scaggs and Ellen Hansen, and 

the attempt to murder Steve Haertel. There were arguments that not to give him the death penalty 

because he had abusive parents and sociology disorder, but no amount of psychological 

testimony had convinced it that abusive parents were responsible for such cruelty of killing 

people. After the first trial, it took years for the court to give him another one whether to give 

him the death penalty or not.  In 1995, the court refused to give David Carpenter a new trial. In 8

1997 and 1999, they upheld his death penalties. He remains on death row in San Quentin, 

awaiting appeals through the federal courts. There were no death penalties for him, he is still a 

prisoner and currently the oldest inmate there.  9

 "Biography of David Carpenter," Criminal Minds Wiki, Fandom. http://7

criminalminds.wikia.com/wiki/David_Carpenter

 Chris. " The Trailside Killer."8

 Ignacio Juan, Blanco, "David Joseph Carpenter."9

http://criminalminds.wikia.com/wiki/David_Carpenter
http://criminalminds.wikia.com/wiki/David_Carpenter
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